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Revenue from Zimbabwe’s telecommunication sector
has return stressed from many recent regulative measures and taxesobligatory by the cash-
strapped government. withal, the arena shows some promise for returning years, notably from
the mobile phase wherever active mobile penetration has multiplied apace, reaching 93% by
early 2019.

The economic impact of Zimbabwe Telecoms in the developed world has been the subject of
intensive investigation since the last decade. Zimbabwe Telecoms R&D related innovation
represents a huge chunk of the expenditure in developed countries. Global leaders such as
Avaya, Canon, Citrix, EDS, Fujitsu, Google, NEC and IBM have built product development (R&D)
facilities to develop and test new Zimbabwe Telecoms products and services.
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With technological progress advancing at a torrid pace, the Zimbabwe Telecoms industry is
poised for greater evolution. Zimbabwe Telecoms as a sector has gone an overhaul in the last
few years due to the emergence of various concepts such as data science, IoT, cloud computing,
and others. The boom in data generation has affected the Zimbabwe Telecoms sector
significantly. Data storage capacity has increased almost ten-fold in a very short duration, which
has driven the adoption of Zimbabwe Telecoms technologies like IoT and cloud computing.
Zimbabwe Telecoms companies are progressively using data science to enhance their services
and create new ones. The core job of data science is to extract insights from the humongous
amount of data in the best possible way to improve their services. Large enterprises and
multinational organizations are progressively using data science to improve business
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productivity.

For Detailed Reading Please visit @ https://www.wiseguyreports.com/reports/585929-zimbabwe-
telecoms-mobile-and-broadband-statistics-and-analyses-one

Companies mentioned in this report:

TelOne, Econet, TeleAccess, Afritell, DataOne, Powertel Communications, Telco Internet,
Broadlands Networks, Aquiva, Africa Online, ComOne, Ecoweb, iWay Africa (MWEB), TelOne,
NetOne, Econet Wireless, Telecel, Telecontract, Dandemutande (uMax), Afritell, Liquid Telecom,
DataOne, Powertel Communications, Telco Internet, Broadlands Networks, Aquiva, Zimbabwe
Online (ZOL), Aptics.
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